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Abstract. Over the last decade Online Social Networks (OSN) privacy has
been thoroughly studied in many aspects. Some of these privacy related aspects
are trust and credibility involving the OSN user-data conveyed by different
relationships in the network. One of OSN major problems is that users expose
their information in a manner thought to be relatively private, or even partially
public, to unknown and possibly unwanted entities, such as adversaries, social
bots, fake users, spammers or data-harvesters. Preventing this information
leakage is the target of many OSN privacy models, such as Access Control,
Relationship based models, Trust based models and many others. In this paper
we suggest a new Role and Trust based Access Control model, denoted here as
RTBAC, in which roles, that manifest different permissions, are assigned to the
users connected to the Ego-node (the user sharing the information), and in
addition, every user is evaluated trust wise by several criteria, such as total
number of friends, age of user account, and friendship duration. An interesting
extension of the model of image anonymization is also given, where a user that
has a certain role with a proper permission can access a partial instance of the
data, if a sufficient trust level is not achieved. These role and trust assessments
provide more precise and viable information sharing decisions and enable better
privacy control in the social network.

Keywords: Social networks privacy � Access control � Trust-based privacy
models

1 Introduction

Online Social Networks (OSN) privacy models have been a source of many researches
over the past couple of years. Some of which focus on handling the OSN information
sharing instances as an Access Control system, in which there is a selective restriction
of access to the network’s resources. The permission to access a resource is the main
concern of the different models. The decision of giving a certain user authorization to
such a resource is usually made by several criteria, based on many different factors.

Access Control models have different variations, some are more widely used than
others. [1] presents a new model for privacy control based on sharing habits on which,
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we have preliminary based our research. This model controls the information flow by a
graph algorithm that prevents potential data leakage.

This paper presents a new privacy model for access control in an OSN, in which the
decisions of permission granting combines both pre-defined roles and trust-based
factors derived from user-attributes, such as total number of friends, age of user
account, and resemblance attributes between the two users. Similar attributes have
appeared in a previous work [2], which deals with information-flow control, and creates
a model for adversary detection. However, in this paper we present specific parametric
values for these attributes, which are experimentally based. The model’s extension of a
partial data visibility is used here in an implementation of image anonymization, in
which a certain role that inherently has a permission of seeing images, can see a partial
(relatively blurry) image if he does not gain the necessary minimal Trust value for
getting the full permission.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 discusses the background for
our work, with explanations on the related papers it relies on, Sect. 3 describes and
defines our model thoroughly with several examples of its operation and presents its
preliminary evaluation. Section 4 is the model’s extension of partial data visibility for
image anonymization in the OSN. Section 5 discusses the model and concludes it.

2 Background and Related Work

Access Control models, and specifically ones describing OSN privacy, have been
studied extensively over the past decade. A major problem, existing especially in OSN,
is an information flow to unwanted entities, violating the privacy of individuals. The
main Access Control model used in OSN is Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) that
has many versions, as presented in [3], and limits access by creating user-role
assignments. The user must have a role that has permission to access that resource.

The most prominent advantage of this method is that permissions are not assigned
directly to users but to roles, making it much easier to manage the access control of a
single user, since it only must be assigned the right role.

To this model an addition of the Trust factor is done in [4], and it is based on the
network users’ interaction history, which could be problematic in assessing relatively
unknown new connections. In this paper we circumvent this problem by adding
independent user attributes to this estimation. An example of using RBAC specifically
in Facebook is done in [5], that describes the use of roles in it and the possible breaches
that can occur due to the flexible privacy settings of the network. [6] present a model
named IMPROVE-Identifying Minimal Profile Vectors for similarity-based access
control. It elaborates on this specific subject, and gives a 30-item list of attributes, some
direct and some derived, that define the user information in an OSN. We have based
our Role and Trust Based Access Control (RTBAC) model on the above works, and it
is presented in the following section. The novelty of our model is that the relationships
and their strengths do not determine Access Control directly, but are used along with
other characteristics to compute the trust of an OSN user in accordance with a specific
Ego-user.
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3 OSN Role and Trust Based Access Control (RTBAC)

3.1 The RTBAC Model

The basic idea of the model is that besides the general roles given to different users,
each user will be given a certain level of trust, and permissions to different data
instances will be authorized only if the trust level passes a certain threshold. In this
manner, the generalization disadvantage of RBAC can be solved, and better data
distribution can be achieved. We should first emphasize the way, relative to a specific
Ego-user, RBAC is generally used in an OSN. A user may belong to multiple hier-
archic roles, but all of them are on a single path (as seen in [7]). Therefore, when a user,
and an Access chosen for it, is the lowest in the hierarchy it has the maximal set of
permissions per role. We denote this role as R (U, Ego), but we will use just R as a short
notation. The main contribution of RTBAC is the way Trust is computed.

Trust is computed by assigning values of credibility and connection strength to the
different users, based on the criteria presented below. A minimum trust value threshold
is the core condition of accessing a specific permission. The purpose of combining trust
is to provide an additional stage of screening besides the RBAC roles. Another
advantage of the model is that the combination of trust elements allows dynamic
assignments of permissions to users over time, meaning their trust level can be drop-
ped, and vice versa. The formal definition of the RTBAC model instance is as follows:

An RTBAC instance is a tuple <u_id, R, P(R), UTV, MTV, P(U)> where:

• u_id – the identification of a user connected to the Ego-node.
• R – the assigned user role of u_id, same as in RBAC
• P – An access permission to an OSN data instance
• B (P, R) - the preliminary access Permission P of the assigned role R
• UTV-, the User Trust Value for u_id, that will be explained in the following part,

values range between 0 and 1
• MTV (P, R) - the Minimal Trust Value of role R for permission P, that will be

explained in the following part, values range between 0 and 1
• B (U, P) - the final access decision for u_id U for permission P

In Fig. 1 we can see an example for the model’s structure – The Ego-user is the
user sharing the information. There are 7 other users in the system in this example, that
obtain different roles. In this example, we give a minimal trust value (MTV) of 0.745
for a family member role to access the permission of “Tagging”. This value can be
altered per role and per permission in other cases. An Example of the trust decision
making can be clearly seen in User 6. Users 6 and 7 have a “Family” role, but only
User 7 achieves a trust value > 0.745 and gets the “Tagging” permission that User 6
does not obtain.
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3.2 Criteria Choice for Trust Estimation

The choice of the attributes, for determining the level of trust for the model, is based on
the criteria mentioned in the above sections, and the two main categories of criteria for
our model are:

• Connection strength (c): the connection strength of users is determined by char-
acteristics that indicate their level of closeness such as Friendship Duration (FD),
Mutual Friends (MF), Outflow/Inflow Ratio (OIR) and Resemblance Attributes
(RA). The notation given to these factors is c. For example, cMF is the value for the
Mutual Friends attribute.

• User credibility (u): the user credibly criterion assesses the user attributes that
convey his OSN reputation and trustworthiness. These are Total number of Friends
(TF) and Age of User Account (AUA) calculated from the time the user joined the
OSN, and Followers/Followees Ratio (FFR). The notation given to these factors is
u. For example, uAUA is the value for the Age of User Account attribute.

3.3 Calculating Trust Parameters’ Values

Setting the values for the Trust variables is done in this model in a scale of 0 to 1, since
the decision of sharing information with a certain user is defined as a probability
variable, 0 being no sharing willingness at all, 1 being definite sharing willingness.

All the parameters’ values presented in this section are based on an experimental
evaluation we have performed and is discussed in more detail in Sect. 3.5 of this paper.

Fig. 1. RTBAC model example of 7 users. Users 6 and 7 have a “Family” role, but only User 7
achieves a trust value > 0.745 and gets the “Tagging” permission.
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The threshold values for TF, AUA, FD and MF are presented in Table 1, FFR is
defined as a ratio by default, as well as OIR, while if one of these values is larger than
1, it is calculated as 1 for the model.

For the cRA value we take into consideration 10 of the users’ attributes, based on the
researches presented above (e.g. IMPROVE [6]), that resemble the Ego-user’s attri-
butes that are gender, age (range), current educational institute, past educational
institute, current workplace, past workplace, current town, home-town, current country,
home-country.

Let us denote the following factors:

• TAego is the total number of non-null attributes (from the 10 attributes mentioned
above) of the Ego-user. The values of these attributes must be defined by non-null
values.

• TRAego, other is the total number of non-null resembling attributes (from the 10
attributes mentioned above) of the Ego-user and the other user. The values of these
attributes must be defined by non-null values.

Now we can define cRA:

cRA ¼ TRAego; other
TAego

ð1Þ

This value cannot be larger than 1, since the maximal number of common attributes
could be the total number of Ego-user’s attributes at most. Now we can assess the
access permission decisions by defining the total values of user credibility and con-
nection strength in a manner of averaging the different factors noted above.

u ¼ WiUih i ¼
P uj j

i¼1 WiUi
Wh i uj j ¼ WuTFþWuAUAþWuFFR

5:24 � 3

¼ 5:37uTFþ 5:2uAUAþ 5:16uFFR
15:72

ð2Þ

c ¼ WiCih i ¼
P cj j

i¼1 WiCi
Wh i cj j ¼ WcMFþWcFDþWcOIRþWcRA

5:52 � 4

¼ 5:93cMFþ 5:1cFDþ 5:7cOIRþ 5:34cRA
22:8

ð3Þ

These weights (Wi) were the survey results for the significance (weight) of every
attribute-factor (Ui or Ci) in u and c. They could theoretically be altered by other user-
preferences or future results.

Table 1. Threshold values for trust attributes

TF AUA (months) FD (months) MF

245 24 18 37
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We can now conclude the definition of the model’s User Trust Value (UTV), taking
into consideration that there are 7 attributes: 4 connection attributes and 3 user attri-
butes (marked as |c| and |u|):

UTV ¼ c � cj j þ u � uj j
cþ uj j ¼ 4 � cþ 3 � u

7
ð4Þ

The Minimal Trust Value (MTV) set in this model is based on the Trust-based
dynamic RBAC model presented above and is altered per role and per permission by
the user-preferences if such exist, or by an OSN administration policy, if such exists for
these specific cases. It is important to state here that the users were not asked directly
about the parameter values, but those were derived from the experimental evaluation
that will be described in the following part of this paper. A certain user can set its own
trust threshold dependent on his privacy preferences.

The values presented here are validated by the experimental evaluation but are
subject to flexible changes by necessity.

In Table 2 we can see an example, portrayed in Fig. 1, where there is a difference
between two users that have the same role, but not the same UTV, thus not getting the
same permission. The MTV set for this specific role and permission (Family - Tagging)
is 0.745, and User 6 achieves a UTV value of 0.44 and does not get the permission,
whilst User 7 achieves a UTV of 0.84, thus gets the permission.

In the following parts we will see the model’s algorithm, and the experimental
evaluation done for determining its different parameters.

3.4 The Model’s Algorithm

The decision algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1. PermissionDecisionOfRTSBAC (User U, Role R, Permission P)

Input: Minimal Trust value: MTV(P(R))
Output: The decision of granting or denying access.

if P(R(U)) = 1                     // permission belongs to role
if UTV (U) ≥ MTV(P(R)) // UTV: pre-calculated, set as attribute

Grant Access
else

Deny Access
else

Deny Access 

Table 2. Difference in UTV between same-role users

User WuTF WuAUA WuFFR WcRA WcFD WcOIR WcMF u c UTV MTV

6 0.44 0.33 0.89 0.4 0.67 0.13 0.22 0.55 0.36 0.44 0.745
7 0.78 0.59 0.91 0.8 0.86 0.96 1 0.76 0.91 0.84 0.745
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3.5 Experimental Assessment and Real OSN Data Estimation of Trust

As mentioned above, the experimental evaluation of the model’s trust parameters
consisted of two parts:

A. A validation of the parameters by a survey of 282 OSN users that were asked for
the importance of various attributes in their decisions to grant various permissions
to their private data. The survey included the quantifiable attributes of user cred-
ibility and connection strength. For all these attributes, the request was for the
needed threshold value of Trust of a certain user. For example, an average of 245
total friends (TF) and above was considered as a trustworthy user, to which we can
share information. The results of the most important ones are presented in Table 1.
Two more aspects were examined in the survey: the importance (weight) of every
one of the Resembling Attributes (RA) on a scale of 1 to 10, and the importance of
every one of the model’s Trust attributes.

B. In the second experimental evaluation we attempt to validate the trust computation
in a real OSN dataset that included 162 user nodes and their attributes, all were
friends of a single ego user. This dataset of user nodes was checked for the model
parameters’ Trust quantifiable attribute values mentioned in the previous parts. The
nodes’ UTV was calculated by the formulas presented above, and the average UTV
achieved by the 162 users was 0.745. When we set the MTV threshold to 0.5, we
get that only 3 users were denied access. The ego user confirmed that these three
users should not have been in his friends’ role.

4 The Model’s Extension – Partial Access for Data
Anonymization

Our model’s algorithm enables the complete access of information to highly trusted
users or blocks it completely to undesirable ones. In this section we suggest an
extension of the model such that the information access is generalized or anonymized
based on the user’s trust level and distance from the Ego-user. We demonstrate this
idea using image anonymization, but it can also be applied to text, profile attributes and
other information instances, similarly. The main idea of the model’s extension of partial
access is that a certain instance of data is not fully seen or unseen but can be partially
scaled in its appearance. This option gives a wider information access, with the benefit
of secure data anonymity. In image anonymization this feature helps reducing data
leakage from facial recognition algorithms, vastly used in OSN and other Web
applications. In Fig. 2 we can see the manifestation of such a partial access, where the
Ego-user’s profile picture is anonymized in the access granting seen in Fig. 1. For the
given scenario we assume the value of 0.7 as the MTV, and the permission handled is
the “visible pictures” that User 2 and User 3 obtain. User 1 does not see the image at all
(left part of Fig. 2) since it does not have a fitting Role (he is “General” and the relevant
Role is “acquaintance”). User 2 has a fitting Role but has a UTV of 0.56, hence he gets
a blurrier image (middle part of Fig. 2) then User 3 obtains. User 3 has the fitting Role
and the needed Trust value (UTV = 0.71), thus he gets the full image (right part of
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Fig. 2). It is important to state here that this extension of the model is relevant only to
these permissions that logically enable partial access. Permissions of “sharing” or
“tagging” are binary by nature, hence cannot allow a partial access model.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an Access-Control model for privacy in OSN. The
novelty of our RTBAC model is its combination of User-Trust attributes, based on real
OSN characteristics, in an RBAC, that usually grants permissions solely to roles, and
by that improving the privacy features of the network. In this manner, it is better than
current Role-based models, in which members of the same role (e.g. family or close
friend) have the same set of permissions, disregarding their relationship with the Ego-
user and other users, and not taking into consideration their dynamic behavior. Our
model makes this permission’s decision dynamic in time, since these attributes can
change during time: The user gains or loses friends, its age of user account grows over
time, etc. In addition, the model’s extension of data anonymization is an important
feature, that helps reducing the data leakage for OSN users, giving the OSN a better
privacy infrastructure.
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